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FROM THE EDITOR

Something

NEW

This issue marks the beginning
of the new OTAPahina
Revamping the newsletter has been one of the
first things I had in mind when I became the new
chair of the Public Relations committee. As the
new editor-in-chief, I thought that the publication
must somehow reflect the very energetic, colorful
and versatile lives of our colleagues. After all,
these are all about you.
But when time came that I had to start gathering
information to put into the next issue, I realized
that there is something more difficult than artistic
layout – and that is actually thinking of what
coherent topics to include. When I started listing
down, I realized that I’m slowly inching away from
what I had in mind – something light.
One of the good things is that I have a Public
Relations Team who never runs out of fresh
ideas. Elouise Timbang, who also happens to be
my workmate, thought that colleagues would
always be interested to read about new practices
or interventions. And with a spark, I knew what the
next issue would cover: SOMETHING NEW.
I believe that in the local OT practice, it is worth
celebrating not only new or emerging practices,
but also new people, new institutions, and new
experiences. And this is how the team came to
expand the coverage of this issue: Tell the
colleagues about what is new in many aspects of
our lives as professionals.

And so, what is new? For one, more people are
involved in coming up with the newsletter. As a
team, we will do our best to cover as many areas
and involve as many professionals as possible, so
that we get to hear many different and interesting
news and insights from all over the place. Second,
the publication will not only involve practicing OTs,
but also students and other professionals.
Moreover, we recognize the voice of the public by
hearing from those who are outside the OT
community through surveys.
We know that more parts of the publication are yet
to be unveiled, and we could only think so much.
I’m a believer of “the more, the merrier”, and I am
personally inviting YOU to take part of bringing the
good news to our colleagues in the country and
around the world.
For comments or suggestions, or if you want to get
involved with the exciting projects of the Public
Relations Team, you can always email us at
otap.publicrelations@gmail.com.
In behalf of the team, I sincerely wish you a great
time reading, and I hope that you enjoy our first
renewed issue.

Cheers,

Lee
Lee Asuncion
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NEW Legislation

Philippine OT Law
makes it to the
Senate
Dino de Guzman, OTRP

The first public hearing at the
Philippine Senate for the
Senate Bill No. 907 sets the
Philippine Occupational
Therapy Law into a jumpstart.
KEY members of the Occupational Therapy Association of the
Philippines (OTAP), members of the Board of Physical and
Occupational Therapy from the Professional Regulation
Commission (PRC), occupational therapy students from
different universities, and other stakeholders attended the
hearing of the Senate Bill No. 907 or “THE ACT REGULATING
THE REGISTRATION, LICENSURE AND PRACTICE OF
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFORE,
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES PRACTICE IN THE PHILIPPINES”,
also known as “PHILIPPINE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY LAW” on
March 11, 2014 at the Tañada Hall, Senate of the Philippines.
Hon. Senator Antonio F. Trillanes IV of the Committee on Civil
Service and Government Reorganization presided the hearings
of the Senate Bill No. 907 and the Senate Bill No. 875 or
“SPEECH PATHOLOGY ACT OF 2013” among the other acts and
bills
during
the
day.
Mr. Michael Gabilo, PTRP, MHPEd (cand.), the Vice President
of Internal Affairs of the Philippine Physical Therapy
Association (PPTA), was the second speaker. Mr. Gabilo

OT students, graduates and faculty together with officer of the
Occupational Therapy Association of the Philippines and PRC OT Board
Member R. Lyle Duque after the public hearing at the Philippine Senate.

manifested his full support for the bill, and further added
that the PPTA will file the Senate Bill No. 624 or the
"PHILIPPINE PHYSICAL THERAPY LAW" within the month of
March.
Mr. Anthony Grecia, PhD. (cand), MA, OTR, OTRP, the
President of OTAP, was the third speaker during the hearing.
Mr. Grecia stated that the OTAP strongly supports it and that
the proponents of the bill submitted the necessary
amendments requested by the consulting body. Mr. Grecia
added that these were only subtle changes such as the
definition set of OT in Section 3 in order to have it in line
with the current definition by the World Federation of
Occupational Therapists (WFOT) and the proposed
curriculum subjects in Section 17.
The hearing ended with a recap and the passing of the
motions from each of the representatives of the
stakeholders who attended. The presiding officers stated
that they will look upon the motions and set date on another
hearing in May.

NEW Mileage
Duque runs Disney World’s Dopey
Challenge for Yolanda Survivors
Recognizing that rebuilding lives and communities in the Visayas affected by
Typhoon Yolanda is a long-term endeavor, one of the conveners of the national
workshop on disaster preparedness and response, R. Lyle Duque, has initiated a
personal project to help raise funds for the Disaster Risk Reduction and
Response (DRRR) missions of the OTAP. He ran Disney World's Dopey Challenge
from Jan. 9-12, 2014 in Orlando, Florida. He covered a total of 78 kilometers
(48.5 miles) in 4 days. He asked friends and colleagues to sponsor each
kilometer that he ran. All proceeds went to OTAP's DRRR Fund. Mr. Duque
shouldered all personal expenses related to his entry into the 4-day race.
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Lyle Duque after the first 5 kilometers of his Dopey Challenge marathon

NEW Colleagues
Twenty-five new OTs
join the workforce
Marie Angela D. Golez, OTRP
EIGHTY-EIGHT (88) graduates took the Occupational Therapy
board exams last February 2 & 3, 2014 at the Manuel L.
Quezon University in Quiapo, Manila. The exam-takers hail
from Cebu Doctors University, Emilio Aguinaldo CollegeManila, Our Lady of Fatima University – QC, Our Lady of
Fatima University-Valenzuela, Perpetual Help College of
Manila, Saint Jude College-Manila, University of Batangas,
University of Perpetual Help System DALTA, University of
Perpetual Help System-Laguna, University of Santo Tomas,
University of the Philipines-Manila and Velez Colleges. After
three working days, the Professional Regulation Commission
(PRC) released the names of the twenty-five (25) newlylicensed Occupational Therapists who successfully passed the
examination. Our new colleagues took their professional oath
last
March
24,
2014
at
the
Manila
Hotel.

LAST NAME
ASUQUE
CRUZ
CRUZ
DE CHAVEZ
DE DIOS
DE VERA
DIMAYUGA
FLORES
FRAC
GUTIERREZ
LOISAGA
MACALINDONG
MARANAN
MARIANO
MONZONES
PARNALA
PAÑARES
QUIMPO
ROSCAL
SALAZAR
TUDOC
UY
VARGAS
YCOY
YTAC

NEW Leadership

FIRST NAME
JENNIFER BIAZON
ADRIENNE LUZANNE CREDO
OLIVER CHAD ONG
MAY BELL MARANAN
JOSE ALTAIR LOPEZ
CHARMAINE KRISTABEL MACARIO
JED DE ASIS
MIKAELA LOREN MAGAS
JAIME BONO
DONNA MAY MARGALLO
MA CARMELA SALAPARE
CHARLENE RIVERA
VENESSA MARASIGAN
ANJENICA MARIE AGUSTIN
NIELSEN FRANCIS PAMA
KEVIN ALCANTARA
ASTRUD TAMARA VILLANUEVA
CID EFREN ACALING
MARIAN PAZ BARTOLOME
JAIRA GRACE ROJAS
ROSE ANNE MATORGO
PRINCE KEMPOY LAGO
MARIELLA CABUÑAS
JULIE ANNE MAYONTE
CAROUZELLE ROMANO

Anthony S. Grecia, PhD Cand., OTR, OTRP
PRESIDENT

Anna Recto-Legaspi, MHPEd, OTR, OTRP
VICE PRESIDENT FOR FINANCE

OTAP’s new Board of Directors &
Officers for 2013-2015 take office

Maria Charissa Carlos-Monteagudo, OTR, OTRP
VICE PRESIDENT FOR PROGRAMS

Cynthia V. Isaac, MEd, OTR, OTRP
VICE PRESIDENT FOR LEGISLATIONS

Carina Marie L. Castillo, OTRP
CO-CHAIR FOR SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Peñafrancia E. Ching, MCD, OTR, OTRP
CHAIR, DISASTER RISK REDUCTION AND RESPONSE
SUBCOMMITTEE

Giselle Y. Bautista, OTRP
DISASTER RISK REDUCTION AND RESPONSE PUBLIC
RELATIONS CORRESPONDENT

Thea Sheila Ocheda-Alonto, MOH, OTRP
CHAIR, COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

John Paul O. Mallari, OTRP
CHAIR, COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS AND ETHICS

Perfecto M. Gonzales II, M.A. SpEd (Cand.), OTRP
CORE MEMBER, COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS AND ETHICS

Lemuel A. Asuncion, OTRP
CHAIR, COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC RELATIONS

John Mark L. Languez, OH, OTRP
CHAIR, COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP AND NOMINATIONS

Elsinore T. Uy, OTRP
CORE MEMBER, COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP AND
NOMINATIONS

Lady M. Suarez, OTRP
BOARD TREASURER
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Hazel Nicole L. Chiu, OTRP
BOARD SECRETARY

NEW Possibilities
Colleagues were asked:

#1

Aside from the popular existing areas of our
local practice (i.e. pedia psych, adult phys.dys,
adult psych, academe), in what NEW area of
practice will you be interested to work as an OT?

I know this one is not so new with regards to OT practice, but can we
discuss more about OT in the industrial setting, specifically, in
ergonomics. Also I thought of asking you guys about putting more
emphasis on our rights and immunity from clients. Take note that nothing
happened to me personally and professionally but I just had this idea after
watching Tulfo wherein he, without knowing what OT is about, was very
angry and told things about our profession. - Marites Sy Pausal, OTRP
I am working here in Japan as an ALT and it helped me a lot as an OT to
improve my teaching skills in elementary and junior high school in the
Japanese social norms and culture – Arnold Aragones, OTRP
An area of practice that interests me is Industrial Rehabilitation. This
focuses on work hardening in which a work-oriented program is created
individually for each client to see his improvement and productivity for
probable employment. However, our areas of practice are limited and we,
OT's may research or create a program for Industrial Rehabilitation for the
clients in need. – Jerahlene Jene Leynes, OTRP
Gusto ko yung wellness activity for both pedia and adult
– Randy Tallorin, OTRP
Work placement and ergonomics – Alexa Blas, OT graduate
I'd want to be an OT for the prisoners. I believe that the transition to and
from prison, is in many ways similar to community integration. Anyway it
has always been the role of OTs to aid in the transition of individuals to
participate in their corresponding communities.
- Jobelle C. Superiano, OTRP
There is a growing number of OT's in the US conducting telepractice, that
is, the use of communication technology (e.g., internet) to conduct
healthcare services and facilitate patient care. It would be interesting to
know how this new area of practice will shape the way we deliver therapy
services to our patients. It may be a beneficial alternative to direct, face-toface provision of services, but the quality and carry-over of provided
services, as well as issues of confidentiality and privacy may also be of
question. – Charisse Martha Leyba, OTRP
Siguro sa Ergonomics – Allan James Tan, OTRP
Sports OT and driving rehab – Kelvin Esguerra, OTRP
I’d like to be an OT app developer. The OT practice still relies on heavy
paperwork. Why not make apps/programs to digitize all of them? I believe
a single (or a couple max) terrabytes of hardrive could hold all OT related
information. Let's digitize all RNs/OT notes, evals, papers, etc. Make an
app on android or iOs device that can easily encode these notes in a
format to promote uniformity between all practitioners. Upload all files into
secure cloud services so that they can be accessed by the authorized
people, anytime and anywhere (as long as there's data connection). –
Eugene Maverick Liwag, OTRP
Community development would be a nice area
– Romerson Cayabyab, OTRP

Hindi talaga ito bago na area of practice pero bilang lang ang mga OTs na
nagpa-practice dito, ito yung Industrial occupational therapy.
Nagtatrabaho sa isang company para I-assess ang working area ng mga
employees nila, mag bigay ng recommendations ayon sa ergonomics, o
kung papano magiging accessible yung working environment para sa lahat
ng employees nila including yung employees with disabilities. O di kaya
mag suggest ng modifications sa trabaho para sa employee na may
psychosocial disorder - Jay Tan, OTRP
As a fresh graduate, I would like to venture on Health & Wellness and
Disaster Response since our country is experiencing calamities which
really affect these fields. OT roles need to be refined and established in
these fields too – Kristine Jane C. Lariosa, OT graduate
I would like to work or give my services to HIV/AIDS clients.
–Charleston Perez, OTRP
Research is not a new area, but not many professionals are investing in it.
As a beginning practitioner, I am interested in exploring this field to learn
more about effective frameworks and treatment procedures that we can
use in our practice. – Adrienne Luzanne Cruz, OTRP
An area of interest that I want to explore specially in the Philippines is
cardiac rehabilitation, diabetes and obesity management and health
promotion. These are co-morbidities that contribute to adult physical
disability along with complications that follow them. Most OTs are focused
on pediatrics. However, the parents need to be healthy so that they can
take care of their special children. – Genecio Woo, OTRP
I would like to be an OT working in OTAP Disaster Risk Reduction and
Response missions. It gives me so much adrenaline to see hope and
gratefulness in the eyes of victims after you've helped them out, especially
kids getting excited over learning kits and PWDs being thankful for the
exercises you taught them and the emotional unloading they feel after
telling you their experiences. – Myleen Billones, OTRP
Universal design and assistive technology. With occupational therapists
involved in architecture firms, industrial design companies, and
government departments such as DPWH, a barrier-free environment can
be created for every Filipino, regardless of age or ability.
- Sam Dizon, OT graduate
What comes to mind us most likely telerehabilitation! Also fighting in an
advocate position for people experiencing occupational injustice or
deprivation. – Louie Arabit, MS, OTR/L, CNDT, BCPR
Support groups such as HIV/AIDS – Dominic Cheoc, OTRP
Not really new but perhaps research, or a consultant for schools, or OT
focusing on leisure programs for PWDs.. Something technology-related
would be interesting as well like being a consultant for app development,
programs, etc. – Dana Salonga, OTR, OTRP

OT indeed has many possible venues!
How about you, what do you thin?

Pedia in NICU (Neonatal Intensive Care Unit)
– Irene O. Fontanilla, OTRP
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NEW Intervention

From

“swells”
to
“breaks”

Ivan Neil B. Gomez, MAED, OT, OTRP

Ivan Gomez gives a reflection on harnessing
the therapeutic effects of surfing for children
with special needs
THE use of water in the re/habilitation of the disabled population
has been well studied and documented for some time. Becker
(2009) further postulated that the aquatic environment has
broad rehabilitative potential, extending from the treatment of
acute injuries through health maintenance in the face of chronic
diseases, yet it remains an underused modality. Water-based
therapeutic activities (sometimes called Aquatic Therapy or
Hydrotherapy) has been used in the treatment of children with
special needs whose diagnoses ranges from Neuromotor
Impairments (Getz, et al, 2006), Cerebral Palsy (Gorter & Curie,
2011; Getz, et al, 2007), Autism (Chien, 2011) and Children with
Delayed Functional Mobility (McManus, et al, 2007).
A good example of a water-based activity is surfing. Surfing is a
surface water sport where the individual (usually aboard a surf
board) rides the waves towards the shore. However, there is a
dearth of evidence on the use of surfing as intervention (aquatic
therapy) for Children with Special Needs. During initial scoping of
evidence across various databases, there were no published
researches that talked about Surfing Interventions. It is
interesting to note though that there is an available unpublished
master’s thesis on the Effectiveness of a Surfing Intervention on
Children with Disabilities (Armitano, 2012) that dwelled primarily
on
strength
and
endurance
alone.

SWELL. Are solid, real waves that crashes onto shores. In a
sense, this is what surfers wait for. The bigger the swell,
the more difficult it is, the more excited they get!
Symbolically this pertains to the identification and recognition of
the child’s problems and goals. We would encounter kids who
have sensory aversion to the sand, does not like the feel of the
water, has difficulty balancing on the board, cannot wait for their
turn... I could just go on! We make a mental note of this, and try
to address these during their surfing session.

SJL Therapeutic Education And Management Learning Center
(TEAM), is a pediatric institution offering Rehabilitation and
Education Services for children with special needs in La Union and
its nearby provinces. We have been in operation for nearly three
years now, and we offer a quite unique program, conducted once
a year along the surfing waves and sandy beaches of San Juan, La
Union. The TEAM Surfing Clinic started in 2011, serving as the
school year’s culminating activity. We enroll the help of our
friends (therapists, teachers, surfers) to conduct surfing classes
for our students. It has since then become a yearly event, gaining
recognition locally sparking the interests of other individuals
outside
our
immediate
social
circles.

PADDLING. Is the act of using of using both arms to cut
through the water and propel yourself forward. Paddling
is affected by the individuals strength, the swells, the
curent, and even the board.

After three years of Surfing Clinics, we reflect back and ask
ourselves... Aside from being a yearly culminating activity, does
surfing have any therapeutic benefits for children with special
needs?

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

Once we have a “feel” of our students’ specific needs, we engage
them in actual participation in the surfing program activities. It is
important to note, that paddling does depend on the individual.
Hence, the way we handle kids, or the activities given to them are
client-centered and specific. Some kids may actually go on the
board, some may just play around with the board, others are
content to play in the sand and watch their friends surf the
waves.
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NEW Intervention

…CONTINUED
STOKED. Is a feeling of enthusiasm and enjoyness
resulting
from
riding
the
waves.
Although these kids might not directly express their feelings, it
is evident in their smiles, a sense of fulfillment and fun that
surfing provides them. As both observer and participant I
reflect at how endearing it feels seeing that sense of
enjoyness in these children, amidst and despite their
different-abledness. Noteworty to mention, that sense of
transcending feeling is not solely exclusive for the child with
special needs. You also see it in the eyes of their parents,
siblings, family members, and their teachers as well.
Looking at the pictures or our surfing clinics over the years,
remembering my personal experiences and reflecting back, I
am inclined to conclude that indeed, somewhere behind our
yearly (culminating) activity, embedded are nuggets of
therapeutic potentials. Initially tapped, but still yet to be
unearthed.
If we are only able to catch a swell through rigorous paddling,
then as vanguards of science, we might be able to stumble
into a break of a lifetime and bring a sense of stoked-ness into
the fields of our practices. The author recommends the
development of a surfing program protocol grounded on
further research evidence and dynamic understanding of the
surfing phenomena, which should be further validated in
future
studies.
Limited by the non-traditional methodology of this reflective
article, I subject myself to further queries on the part of my
audience. May this self-reflective sharing of my experiences
during our Surfing Clinic develop into something far more
exciting than what I have shown you so far.
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If you wish to have more information about out surfing clinics,
please look for our FB page, click like, browse and/or leave a
message.
From my TEAM to all you, we wish to say

“Agyaman kami, Apo!”
Surf’s up everyone!
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VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
People outside the OT community
were asked:

#2

Without researching, can you tell us
about your idea as to what
occupational therapy is about?

OT is a treatment for people with disability or ailment through
stretching, machines or exercises – Josh Gonzales, sales manager
Just guessing. Giving therapy to people (who have ailments) so
they can do their work?
– Bodjie Pascua, theater and television actor
I have no idea, honestly - CJ Joquico, architect
OT primarily provides services to patients with disabilities to help
them perform activities of daily living through the use of tools or
activities also prescribes tools that are altered or modified to
some point to assist the patient in performing certain activities
– Karl Jeremy Lo, med student
Occupational therapy teaches people how to adapt to life's
challenges – Cassandra Deluria, radio jock
Maybe yung OT is a therapy you use in people who suffered
stroke? Or more on therapy in your fine motor skills? Or sa mga
people with disabilities? – Magi Sison, UAAP basketball player
Occupational therapists help those workers who have been in
accidents to get back to work by retraining the needed body
movement or skills. – Sedricke Lapuz, college instructor
Occupational therapy... is a therapy given to those people who
are stressed about their work. – Jeff Oavenga, flight attendant
I actually don't know, if I don't look it up I won't know what it is
– Micah Lamar, philanthropist
Therapy on what job suits you – Dah Reno, bank employee

Occupational therapy is giving physical exercises to rehab
patients which are derived from activities of daily living to help
them regain independence or at least maximize their physical
abilities for their daily living – Julius Alvendia, med student
Treatment for everyday life – Miko Boss, businessman
Actually, I don’t know what occupational therapy is. Can’t tell the
difference between it and physical therapy.
– Burns Puzon, business administrator
Profession/treatment/therapy of enabling people to develop or
recover physical and psychological functionality in their everyday
lives. – Nadine Umali, freelancer
None  - Tonton Africa, college secretary and musician
It takes care of functional issues faced by persons in the
workplace – Terry Ridon, lawyer
You provide extraordinary support, care and training for those
who are mentally challenged. – Ichu Peñas, graphic artist
Helping people with a physical, sensory or cognitive disability be
as independent as possible in all areas of their lives. It can also
help kids improve physical activities and self-esteem.
– Rene Zerrudo Jr., administrative assistant and music jock
OT handles much finer therapy cases: Fine motor skills, mostly
upper body. – Vincent Paul Evangelista, biochemist and singer
Therapist sang may mga problem sa speech, kag ang mga naparalyze (Therapist for those who have problems in speech and
those who have paralysis)
– Ruth Aguilar, housewife and mother of 3

Evidently, despite our exhaustive use of social media and information
technology, some people would not have the slightest idea as to what
we do. Occupational therapists then must be more aggressive and
creative in advocating about the profession.
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NEXT ISSUE
Life in Saigon
The first Filipina Occupational Therapist in Vietnam gives us a firsthand story about her adventures and challenges she faced

The Possible Dream
How does it feel to finally pursue a job you always dreamed about?
We’re hearing it straight from the perspective of a new professional

Something old, new,
borrowed and blue
What happened during the first sports gathering for occupational
therapy students across the country?

And many more!

Comments? Suggestions?
We’ll be happy to hear from you!
Email us at otap.publicrelations@gmail.com or message us in
Facebook (www.facebook.com/otappublicrelations)
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Team Players:

Marfin Dela Peña, OTRP
Angela Golez, OTRP
Elouise Jane Timbang, OTR, OTRP
Julie Pedrosa, OTRP
April Mallory Sanchez, OTRP
Ramon Amores, OTRP
Mia Macapagal, OTRP
Raina Reyes, OTRP
Irene Fontanilla, OTRP
Pete Eting, OTRP
Giselle Bautista, OTRP
Joan Dominique Go, OTRP
Arnel Uyaco, Jr.

Lee Asuncion, OTRP
Team Leader
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